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Join the Referral Program 
A newly created website and referral program will start 
in Phase 1 in the second half of April 2024. 


You will register on MetaFlora’s new website and 
generate a web3 referral link. When you refer others to 
purchase MetaFlora Node, you will be eligible to earn % 
commission on your referral's spending.


Commissions are claimable on Ethereum immediately 
after purchase. The claim function helps people spend 
less gas on commission transactions. 
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Commission: 
10% in Tier 1 
11%  in Tier 2 
12%  in Tier 3 
14% in Tier 4



The Sale of Nodes Has Begun 
Progressive pricing 
Each time a batch of 50 Connoisseur Nodes is sold, the price increases by 25 US dollars. This 
Node sale is deployed on the Ethereum, this configuration will apply (Phase 1). Upon 
redeployment of the second Node sale on GalaChain, this configuration will be compatible 
with both chains.


Phase 0 (NOW) 
Nodes sale is held on the Ethereum. Check availability HERE. 

In this phase, MetaFlora has a special promotional offer. For every sold node the 
buyer will receive an additional NFT Booster. It'll give its owners 10% extra daily 
distribution reward from Connoisseur Nodes pool. 

*This promotion is valid only until the end of phase 0 and the NFT Booster will be airdropped during May.


Phase 1 (second half of April 2024)  
Node sale will be on more advanced Ethereum smart contract.

In this phase, MetaFlora will offer a similar special deal, all buyers will receive 
NFT Boosters with 5% daily distribution reward instead of 10%.

*This promotion is valid only until the end of phase 1. NFT Booster will be mintable from a Mint Allowance.


Phase 2 (Date TBD) 
Node Sale will be available also on GalaChain.

In this phase, MetaFlora have a similar special offer. All buyers will receive NFT 
Boosters with 5% daily distribution reward from the Connoisseur Nodes pool.

*This promotion is valid only until the end of this phase and the NFT Booster will be mintable from a Mint 
Allowance.
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When Node Operation start? 
Everyone can operate multiple nodes on one 
device or virtual private server after the Node 
network daily distribution start in Q2 2024.


The main goal here is to slowly progress with 
introducing workload to Node network so the 
network contributors are not pressed to spend 
valuable resources when it is not necessary.


Interested in Tokenomics? 
Click Here!

https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/84e499_7182c894cfc644448f1bc2c48e1cf384.pdf
https://payments.thirdweb.com/checkout/4fccbd22-8b99-4f36-b911-ee37454eda7d
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MetaFlora Node Distribution Boosters

19% of the daily $OG distribution is allocated to active Connoisseur Nodes. Everyone who 
connect a NFT Booster to his Connoisseur Node will get an extra boost based on how many 
Boosters and their type you connected to your Node.


You can connect a maximum of 3 Boosters to one Node.  

Here's how Boosters work in practice: 
It is estimated that 260274 $OG is distributed daily from the Connoisseur Nodes pool, 
representing 19% of the total daily distribution before 1st halving.


Suppose there are all 10000 Connoisseur Node operators eligible to receive the distribution. In 
this case, every Connoisseur Node receives 25.0274 $OG. (19% from 260274 = 250274 & 250274 / 10000 = 25.0274)


In the case of a 10% boosted Node, the operator receives 27.530 $OG per Node (25.0274 x 1.10)


Let's say 200 Nodes are boosted by 10%. These boosted Nodes receive 5005.48 $OG daily.

(200 x 25.0274)


As a result of this example, the daily distribution from the Connoisseur Nodes pool is the 
same 260274 $OG, however the pool is actually smaller by 5k $OG for all Connoisseur 
Node operators without any Boosters. 

In this example, the daily distribution for non-boosted Connoisseur nodes is 255268.52 $OG.

(260274 - 5005.48)


500% Gala Founders Node Booster 
We have an exclusive loyalty benefit for Gala Founders Node owners who purchase 
Connoisseur Node. You will receive Gala Founders Node NFT Booster for each purchased 
Node. This Booster gives you 500% boost for the Gala Founders Nodes pool. 


You can connect a maximum of 1 Gala Founders Node Booster to one MetaFlora Node. 

In practice the Gala Founders Node Booster works similar like 5% and 10% Booster. In this 
case, it will get its extra $OG amount from the Gala Founders Nodes pool. Distribution of 
these Boosters is planned after the Gala Founders Node transition into NFTs and MetaFlora’s 
Sale migration to GalaChain.
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Let it Grow

Innovating the cannabis and agricultural industry. MetaFlora will help commercial 
farms, cultivators, home growers, academic & therapeutic experts, and 

connoisseurs in a collaborative ecosystem.

Join sustainable practices, genetic advancements and production innovations.

Take a look at 
Overview Deck AND Enter Node Pre-Sale 

Limited Time Offer

+10% NFT Booster for 
your Node rewards.

Socials 
Twitter


Telegram


Discord


YouTube

Links 
www.mtfl.xyz


Overview Deck


Node Sale Deck


$OG Tokenomics 

www.galachain.com

https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/fea25d_677b276930b84a62a08a22331968981f.pdf
https://payments.thirdweb.com/checkout/4fccbd22-8b99-4f36-b911-ee37454eda7d
https://twitter.com/MetaFloraLabs
https://t.me/MetaFloraLabs
https://discord.gg/EpaeHG3HwY
https://www.youtube.com/@MetaFloraLabs
https://www.mtfl.xyz
https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/fea25d_677b276930b84a62a08a22331968981f.pdf
https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/84e499_754a58e935ad4bffbf54209dcd7302e2.pdf
https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/84e499_2340e43e576244a9b1473651faebf4e4.pdf
http://www.galachain.com


Disclaimer
Acquisition of the $OG token and Mate Flora Nodes involves a high degree of risk. Any User/Purchaser should carefully 
consider the following information about these risks before they decide to buy the Nodes or the tokens. Business could be 
affected if any of the following risks happen.


Although Meta Flora has identified the risks and uncertainties it believes that these risks and uncertainties may not be the 
only ones faced. Additional risks and uncertainties, including those currently not being aware of by Meta Flora, may also 
happen and affect Meta Flora's business and the value of Meta Flora Nodes and $OG tokens.


RISKS CONNECTED TO THE VALUE OF NODES AND TOKENS


No Rights, Functionality, or Features - The Meta Flora Nodes and $OG tokens do not have any rights, uses, purposes, 
attributes, functionalities, or features, express or implied, except for those strictly described in this document.


Lack of Market Development for Meta Flora Nodes – Because there has been no prior public trading market for the Meta 
Flora Nodes, the Node sale may not result in an active or liquid market for the Nodes, and their price may be highly volatile. 
The first step will be the creation of nodes in the form of NFTs, which will require an unspecified amount of time. If even after 
minting Nodes in a form of NFT a fully liquid trading market for the Nodes does not develop, the price of the Nodes may 
become more volatile and people may be unable to sell or otherwise transact the Nodes at any time. Similar considerations 
apply to $OG tokens. With one additional step, 2,5% of Total Supply will be minted during the Token Generation Event in 
order to establish the DEX pool.


Risks Relating to Highly Speculative Price Action – Secondary market price action can be highly speculative. Market 
prices of Meta Flora Nodes and $OG tokens can fluctuate greatly within a short period of time. Meta Flora is not and shall 
not be responsible for or liable for the market value of the Meta Flora Nodes and the $OG tokens. This includes the 
transferability and/or liquidity of the Nodes and tokens, and/or the availability of any market for the Nodes and tokens 
through third parties or otherwise.


Nodes and Tokens are Non-Refundable - Meta Flora is not obliged to provide Meta Flora Node holders with a refund for 
any reason, and the Node holders will not receive money or other compensation in the form of a refund. No promises of 
future performance or price are or will be made regarding the Meta Flora Nodes and the $OG tokens. This includes no 
promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that the tokens will hold any particular 
value. Therefore, the recovery of spent resources may be inaccessible or subject to foreign laws or regulations, which may 
not be the same as USA laws for Meta Flora Nodes and $OG token holders.


Hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the Eth and GalaChain token smart 
contracts, bridge contracts, and Nodes contracts that create the tokens in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, 
malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing. Furthermore, 
there is the risk that $OG tokens and the Node network may contain unintentional bugs or weaknesses that may negatively 
affect the Nodes and tokens or result in the loss of Nodes and tokens, or the loss of ability to access or control the Nodes 
and tokens. In the event of such a software bug or weakness, there may be no remedy. Holders of the tokens are not 
guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.


The blockchains used for the Meta Flora Node NFTs and $OG token is open to hacker attacks, including any possible 
vectors to breach Ethereum or GalaChain security. Whenever a successful attack occurs, the Meta Flora Node NFTs, $OG 
tokens, the NFTs/token transactions, and the contract computations are at risk.


Risk of Incompatible Wallet Service – The wallet or wallet service provider used for the acquisition and storage of 
MetaFlora NFTs and $OG tokens has to be technically compatible with the Meta Flora NFTs and $OG tokens. Without this 
assurance, the Buyer may not be able to access his Meta Flora NFTs and $OG tokens.


Dependence of Platform on Various Factors – The development of the Platform may be abandoned for a number of 
reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, or departure of 
key personnel.


Changes to the Platform – The Platform is still under development and may undergo significant changes over time. 
Although the project management team intends for the platform to have the features and specifications, changes to such 
features and specifications can be made for any number of reasons, any of which may mean that the platform does not meet 
the expectations of Meta Flora Node and $OG token holders.


Read: Terms & Conditions		 More Legal Disclaimer Details	       Privacy Policy
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https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/fea25d_6b7d9db7bfde4ecaa07d0e76dd2354d4.pdf
https://www.mtfl.xyz/legal
https://www.mtfl.xyz/_files/ugd/fea25d_7a8504085fb04e41b61fb908bd40a9eb.pdf
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